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Feel ready to take some time out for studies and doing web searches?
Ok, let’s see how so far, 9 Stars will have been there in news events for 2012. Then, many in
Flying Star Feng Shui seem to have difficulty in deciding the correct Facing side of their house.
Flying Star Feng Shui

How to find Facing and Sitting
Everything in Flying Star Feng Shui starts and
ends in your deciding on the correct Facing.
Some Feng Shui situations leave no room for
doubt and the Facing side would have been
discernable from a mile away. Then again, matters
may become a bit more complicated, so you will
need to assess the situation at the locale, knowing
how to weigh all perimeters.

Your house is like a ship: where is it headed?
Distinguish between Facing Wall, Facing Palace and the
45 degrees sector to contain the main entrance.
You’d have simplified the process if first you ruled out
at least 2 walls. By weighing overall Yang factors, you’ll
see how those would fail to still be a candidate.
Between remaining Yang factors, you decide which
would go before the other. Here, you’d work with ‘all
else being equal’, then (check, double-check) decide
what prevails, sun path or road, door or slope.
Priority lists are non-existent in metaphysics, rather,
you’d engage into a tought process and Push Hands
with each new situation you encounter.

Note that we’re into Qi Confinement and transportation
We say: “Facing is where u ltimately the house
and distribution of energy and you’ll be just fine.
receives most Yang Qi”, but where is that and
which Yang factor would then go before (overrule) You may study from books or from someone’s class,
the other Yang factor? Well, you’d have to weigh. but in order to Trace the Dragon, you’d actually step
outside and practice. That’s your Push Hands at the
plane of energy-manifest phenomenon-energy, back
And, don’t worry for a bit, as even the greatest
master ‘out there’ would need take it step by step and forth. As your exercise, stay with Google Street
View, where you’d assess Facing for random houses.
each time it comes to deciding the Facing side.

9 Stars and Luoshu in the news: it’s happening as we speak
Once more see the hand of 9 Ki in 2012 news events
Pretty much referring you to our series on 9 Ki Divination 2012 (3 parts), let me point out some
of what was said there, so that you’d more easily note it in your news. Print and study this series.

It’s all there. While noting annual Reversed
Luoshu Axis, look up attributes in this series for
annual Stars 1,2 and 6, then note how each one
has actually turned up in your news, while you’d
combine Star properties to give other events.
Note annual Star 6 and what we said to account
of (then combine those) military (compounds),
militants, coupe d’etat, governmental buildings,
embassies, officials, ice, avalanches, mud slides.
March 2012 was a 4 Wood month.
If Star 6 is ice and Star 4 airplane,

Now y ou connect to 9 Ki in the news
News revolves around Star 1 and
Star 2 on the annual Reversed
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Luoshu Axis. Flooding1, mud
slides2, massive displacements.
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Mothers2, teachers2, schools2.
Star 5 in the 4 Wood Palace:
challenging on children (0-12).
April being Star 3: police3 in the
streets. Train3, railway3, subway3.
Note 5-2 for mothers2, teachers2,
inmates2. Electrical3 power plant,
power oustage. Seaquake1-8.
Combo 1-7 demolished7 grave
site1, animal1 bite7 (zoo2).

it’s only typical to see fishermen1 displaced2 on
ice6, and the choppers4 there. Also, did you see
us link Star 6 to ice stadium, then this?
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“Read the Stars, build the story” means, take the
nouns in a news report to the belonging 9 Stars:
TGV tunnel / bus crash tunnel / arms dumb blast
/ bomb palace / coupe d’etat I / coupe d’etat II.

Still starting your involvement in 9 Ki and you’d like
a speed course? Print to study this piece, then
actually go on www to screen local news sites for
different countries. You’d be fine in weeks time.

Take advantage of our tested O NE MODULE O NLY and NO D ELAY style of teaching
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TO RELY ON OTHERS FOR YOUR FATE CALCULATION
AND JUST LEARN TO BE YOUR OWN D ESTINY C ONSULTANT
If you are – or aspire to be – a professional, you’re invited to come meet me for competitive studies.
You may find both class dates to our 4-day master classes and how otherwise we structure our vocational
study program Professional Destiny Consultant. You’d be not required to return to class in endless modules.
If you wish to study, but you cannot travel, our one-on-one distance learning private training may be for you.
It says ‘general information’, but here is where I’d hope to also tell you a bit more on what drives us to teach
and how (not) we’d go about treating art and student. Our studies aim to set you aside from others in the field.
We have some brief class descriptions
9 Star Ki Divination | Four Pillars of Destiny | Flying Star Feng Shui | Nine Star Ki Astrology
You may locate our publications here:

You may contact us here:

Heluo’s Website:http://www.heluo.nl

Email: heluo@xs4all.nl

Heluo’s Blog:

http://9starki-4pillarsbazi-fengshui-heluo.com

Telephone: +31 (0)23 5333375

Yahoo! Group:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NineStarKi

(Call us our afternoon time GMT+1)

Heluo (Roel) Hill landed both feet into Oriental metaphysics to never look back in 1973. He started
his current study program Professional Destiny Consultant in 1997, after 18 years of teaching in
his martial arts center and working as an existential counselor. He has since devised internationally
positioned and highly competitive master classes and one-on-one distance learning training. He has
been publishing extensive articles and blog series on the internet since 1999. Students and
professionals from 24 countries traveled in to study with Heluo and he has instructed students in
Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Greece, Hong Kong, Poland, Portugal, Russia, United Kingdom and USA.
Send email to heluo@xs4all.nl with ‘Unsubscribe Newsletter’ in the Subject line if you no longer wi sh to receive our communications.

